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MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF A GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM 
 
 
IVAN P. ERCEG 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
The issue being examined is to design a more economical and efficient therefore superior 
geothermal system than currently in use in industry. Current geothermal systems are 
designed and built 300 feet into the ground. After researching ground temperature 
gradients for Ohio we found out that below 10 feet of depth, the temperature varies by 1 
degree Fahrenheit per 100 feet depth. Our goal is to utilize the heat as close to the surface 
as possible and greatly reduce the need to dig so deeply into the ground.  
The procedure used to go about designing a superior geothermal system is to model an 
oversized tank going down about 50 feet in depth. Then analyze the model using ground 
temperature gradient data and the SINDATHERMAL Analyzer program. By 
investigating different glycol flow rates, glycol supply temperatures, and tank dimensions 
we are able to investigate various designs and analyze the results for optimization.  
Our results were such that by using our central tank design we were able to design a 
Geothermal system superior in terms of performance, construction costs, and operating 
costs to what is in use in industry today.  
Our conclusion is that there is no need to drill down 300 feet using traditional 
Geothermal designs when, by using our design, drilling down 50 feet and using a central 
tank will result in superior heat flow.  
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
 TSW  tank switch time, minutes 
 
 PI  constant 
 
 Cpgl  fluid specific heat, btu/lb-F 
 
 VIS  dynamic viscocity, centipoise 
 
 VISCgl dynamic viscocity, lbm/ft-min 
 
 KKf   glycol thermal conductivity, btu/hr-ft-F 
 
 Kfgl  glycol thermal conductivity, btu/min-ft-F  
 
 Rhoegl  glycol fluid density, lbm/cu.ft  
 
 GLFR  glycol fluid mass flow rate, gpm 
  
 GM  glycol flow rate, lbm/min 
 
 Tgi  glycol inlet temperature, deg. F 
 
 Rhoetk  tank wall density, lbm/cu-ft 
 
 KKt  tank wall thermal conductivity, btu/hr-ft-F 
 
 Ktk  tank wall thermal conductivity, btu/min-ft-F 
 
 Cptk  tank wall specific heat, btu/lb-F  
 
 Kt  tube wall thermal conductivity, btu/hr-ft-F 
 
 Ktb  tube wall thermal conductivity, btu/min-ft-F 
 
 Cptb  tube specific heat, btu/lb-F 
 
 Rhoetb  tube density, lbm/cu-ft 
 
 Kgi  ground thermal conductivity, btu/hr-ft-F 
 
 Kg  ground thermal conductivity, btu/min-ft-F 
 
 Cpg  ground specific heat, btu/lb-F 
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 Rhoeg  ground density,  lbm/cu-ft    
 
 Tmw  tank minimum wall thickness, inch 
 
 Tmb  tank top mid and bottom thickness, inch 
 
 Ttmb  tank top mid and bottom thickness, ft 
 
 DTOI  tank outside diameter, inch 
 
 Dto  outer tank diameters, ft 
 
 DTII  inside tank diameter, inch 
 
 Dti  inner tank diameter, ft  
 
 Ltk  tank height length, ft 
 
 Nttk  tank number of nodal increments  
 
 Rto  tank outer radius, ft 
 
 Rti  tank inner radius, ft 
 
 Rtm  mid-wall radius, ft 
 
 Rtc  center tank radius, ft 
 
 Dltk  vertical tank nodal increment, ft 
 
 Twt  tube minimum wall thickness, inch 
 
 Dpoi  outer tube diameter, inch 
 
 Dpii  inner tube diameter, inch 
 
 Dpo  outer tube diameter, ft 
 
 Dpi  inner tube diameter, ft  
 
 Ltb  pipe length is the same as tank height, ft 
 
 Ntb  tube number of node increments 
 
 Rpo  tank outer radius, ft 
xii 
 
 Rpi  tank inner radius, ft 
 
 Dltb  tube nodal incremental length, ft  
 
 FDGa1 ground depth to top of first tank, ft  
 
 Lg1  ground vertical height above top of tank, ft 
 
 Lg2  ground vertical height below bottom of tank, ft 
 
 Lt1  single tank height, ft 
 
 Rgrad  ground outer radius surrounding the tank, ft 
 
 FDGt1  ground depth to top of tank, ft 
   
 FDGt2  ground depth to bottom of 1st tank, ft 
 
 FDGt3  ground depth to bottom of second tank, ft 
 
 FDGb1 ground depth below second tank bottom, ft 
 
 Dla1  vertical ground nodal increment above tank top,ft 
 
 Dlb1  vertical ground nodal increment below tank bottom,ft 
 
         Prgl  Prandtl number 
 
         Redtb  Reynold s number 
 
         Nutb  Nusselt number 
 
        Htb  convection heat transfer coef.btu/min-ft2-F 
 
         Aptb  node inner tube area, sq-ft 
 
         GCtb  wall convection conductance  
 
         Fcontb  moving fluid conductance 
 
         NFVoltb node fluid volume 
 
         Captb  tube node capacity 
 
         Fgtb  radial tube wall conductance 
xiii 
 
 Prtk  Prandtl number 
 
 Redtk  Reynold s number 
 
 Nutk  Nusselt number 
 
  Htk  convection heat transfer coef.btu/min-ft2-F 
 
 Aptk  nodal inner tank area, sq-ft 
 
 FCOntk moving fluid conductance 
 
 NFVoltk node fluid volume 
 
 Captk   node glycol fluid capacitance 
 
 Ftmb  tank top,mid-section and bottom conductance 
 
 Ftmw  tank mid-wall radial conduction  
 
 Ftcon  tank wall convection conductance  
 
 Ctwc  tank wall capacitance 
 
 Ctsc  tank top-mid-bottom wall capacitance 
 
 Ftfk  moving fluid conductance 
 
 Ftrc  tank radial glycol conduction 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 GEOTHERMAL ENERGY  
The earth’s crust is heated by the decay or radioactive elements. At the very center, it is 
believed temperatures exceed 11,000 degrees Fahrenheit, hotter than the surface of the 
sun. A cross-section of the Earth reveals three concentric layers. The Surface of the Earth 
consists of a thin, hard crust ranging from 10 to 100 kilometers thick. This is called the 
crust and this is what we see walking around on the surface of the Earth and what we call 
home. Under that, a donut-shaped mantle 2,900 kilometers thick. It consists of viscous 
molten rock that flows very slowly, on a geological time scale. 
At the center of the Earth lies a two-part core. The inner part is about the size of our 
moon, and has a density of essentially steel. The outer core surrounding it is an ocean of 
liquid metal 2,300 kilometers thick. The Earth's rotation makes this ocean flow and swirl, 
and the moving metal generates the planet's magnetic field. Most of Earth's heat is stored 
in the mantle and there are four sources that keep it hot.  
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First, there's the heat left over from when gravity first condensed a planet from the cloud 
of hot gases and particles in pre-Earth space. As the molten ball cooled, some 4 billion 
years ago, the outside hardened and formed a crust. The mantle is still cooling down. This 
heat is estimated to contribute to 5 to 10 percent of the total. 
To explain gravitational heat, freshly formed Earth was not of a consistent density. In a 
gravitational sorting process called differentiation, the denser, heavier parts were drawn 
to the center, and the less dense areas were displaced outwards. The friction created by 
this process generated considerable heat, which, like the original heat, still has not fully 
dissipated.  
Then there's latent heat. This type arises from the core's expanding as the Earth cools 
from the inside out. Just as freezing water turns to ice, that liquid metal is turning solid—
and adding volume in the process. The inner core is becoming larger by about a 
centimeter every thousand years. The heat released by this expansion is seeping into the 
mantle.  
For all this the vast majority of the heat in Earth's interior—up to 90 percent—is fueled 
by the decaying of radioactive isotopes like Potassium 40, Uranium 238, 235, and 
Thorium 232 contained within the mantle. These isotopes radiate heat as they shed excess 
energy and move toward stability. Radioactivity is present not only in the mantle, but in 
the rocks of Earth's crust. For example, a 1-kilogram block of granite on the surface 
emanates a tiny but measurable amount of heat (about as much as a .000000001 watt light 
bulb) through radioactive decay. The heat flow from the interior to the surface is only 
1/20,000 as great as the energy received from the Sun. [1] 
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The heat is carried by magma or water beneath the earth’s surface. Some of the heat 
reaches the surface and manifests itself in geysers and hot springs throughout the world.  
Geothermal energy is energy derived from the heat of the earth’s core. It is clean, 
abundant, and reliable. If properly developed, it can offer a renewable and sustainable 
energy source. There are three primary applications of geothermal energy: electricity 
generation, direct use of heat, and ground-source heat pumps. Direct use includes 
applications such as heating buildings or greenhouses and drying foods, whereas ground 
source heat pumps are used to heat and cool buildings using surface soils as a heat 
reservoir. Further, the pressurized steam from superheated water beneath the earth’s 
surface can be used to power turbines and thus generate electricity.  
Although geothermal power seems ideal in that it is naturally occurring and does not 
require structures to trap or collect the energy (as in solar panels or windmills), it does 
have limitations. The greatest drawback is that naturally occurring geothermal vents are 
not widely available. Artificial vents have been successfully drilled in the ground to reach 
the hot rocks below and then injected with water for the production of steam. However, 
oftentimes the source of heat is far too deep for this method to work well. 
Nor can geothermal power realistically generate enough electricity for the entire United 
States or any other large industrialized nation. A good-sized hot spring can power at most 
a moderate sized city of around 50,000 people. There isn’t enough viable hot springs to 
power all the cities in any large country. [2] 
1.2 ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES 
Advantages 
• Theoretically inexhaustible energy source 
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• No pollution 
• Often an excellent supplement to other renewable energy sources 
• Does not require structures such as solar panels or windmills to collect the energy 
– can be directly used to heat or produce electricity (thus very cheap) 
Disadvantages 
• Not available in many locations 
• Not much power per vent 
1.3 USES OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 
Some applications of geothermal energy use the earth’s temperatures near the surface, 
while other require drilling miles into the earth. The three main uses of geothermal 
energy are: 
1) Direct Use and District Heating System which uses hot water from springs or 
reservoirs near the surface 
2) Electricity Generation in a power plant requires water or steam at very high 
temperature (300 to 700 degrees Fahrenheit). Geothermal power plants are 
generally built where geothermal reservoirs are located within a mile or two of 
the surface.  
3) Geothermal Heat Pumps use stable ground or water temperatures near the 
earth’s surface to control building temperatures above the ground. 
1.4 OTHER USES OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 
Geothermal Steam Pipes 
Geothermal Prawn Farming 
Greenhouse Orchids 
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1.4.1 INDUSTRIAL PROCESS  
Most of New Zealand’s geothermal energy goes to produce electricity, but it can be used 
for any processes where heat is required. The main non-electrical user is the Tasman Pulp 
and Paper Mill at Kawerau, which was built in 1957 and deliberately sited to take 
advantage of the underlying geothermal field. The heat is used for digesting wood pulp, 
drying timber and paper, and generating electricity.  
1.4.2 GEOTHERMAL PRAWN FARMING 
The world’s only geothermal heated prawn farm was established in 1987 on the banks of 
the Waikato River, next to the Wairakei power station. The first prawns were imported 
from Malaysia in 1988, and by 2005 the 5.8-hectare farm was producing about 20 tones 
per year. The farm heats its own water with heat exchangers, which draw heat from the 
power station’s waste water before it flows back into the Waikato River. 
This is a good example of what is known as ‘cascade use’, where geothermal heat has a 
function past its primary purpose. Cascading improves the overall efficiency of a 
resource by using its waste products. In the case of the prawn farm, cascading also 
reduces the discharge of hot water into the river, where it can harm aquatic life. 
1.4.3 HORTICULTURE 
Geothermal waters are used for heating greenhouses on a small scale (covering 10 
hectares in total), especially for the commercial, out-of-season production of vegetables, 
flowers and fruit. This includes a large greenhouse (0.8 hectares) for growing orchids for 
export, and another set up to grow capsicums with heat from Kawerau geothermal field. 
1.4.4 CROP AND TIMBER DRYING 
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Drying Lucerne (alfalfa) using geothermal energy was pioneered in ohaki in the 1970s. 
Geothermal heat from the ohaki power station has been used to make high-protein pellets 
to feed stock and to process dried juice into a protein concentrate. A timber-drying 
operation on site produces fence posts and poles, mainly for the local farming industry. 
The Tasman Pulp and Paper Mill uses geothermal steam in heat exchangers to heat clean 
air to 140 °C for timber drying. 
GEOTHERMAL POWER (from the Greek words geo, meaning earth, and therme, 
meaning heat) is energy generated by heat stored beneath the Earth’s surface. It is a 
developing field where serious energy potential has been identified. The ever growing 
juxtapose of uses for geothermal energy can be classified into direct uses and electricity 
generation. The use that can be derived depends on the operating temperature at the 
source. Direct use requires using geothermal heat directly (without a heat pump or power 
plant) for non-electricity generation purposes such as heating of buildings, industrial 
processes, domestic heating, greenhouses, aquaculture, public baths and pools. Direct use 
can take place at high and moderate to low temperature geothermal resources, depending 
on the use and scale required.  
Even very low temperatures resources can be exploited for heat applications using 
ground-source heat pumps to facilitate space heating and cooling. Research has shown 
that ground-source heat pumps can be a lucrative investment.  
• Where there are cold winters or hot summers 
• Where electricity is over 12c/kWh 
• Where gas is not available and where new construction is taking place 
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Almost all high temperature geothermal resources produce a mixture of water and steam 
at temperatures up to 300 °C, but rarely above that. Commercial geothermal energy 
operations access geothermal fluids by drilling wells typically 1000 to 3000 meters deep, 
while domestic wells for heating are usually only around 100 meters deep. When hot 
water above 90 to 100 °C flows up the well, the release of pressure allows some of the 
fluid to boil into steam, resulting in two-phase mixture at the surface. The water and 
steam are physically separated before use. 
Potential energy use at various indicative field temperatures is: 
30-69°C Thermo culture, Bathing 
70-140°C Space and Water Heating, Drying 
140-220°C Drying, Process Heat, Binary Electrical plant 
220+°C Steam Turbine and Binary Electricity or Process Steam 
1.5 WHERE IS GEOTHERMAL ENERGY FOUND? 
Most geothermal reservoirs are deep underground with no visible clues showing above 
ground. Geothermal energy can sometimes find its way to the surface in the form of: 
• Volcanoes and fumaroles (holes where volcanic gases are released) 
• Hot springs 
• Geysers 
The most active geothermal resources are usually found along major plate boundaries 
where earthquakes and volcanoes are concentrated. Most of the geothermal activity in the 
world occurs in an area called the Ring of Fire. This area rims the Pacific Ocean. When 
magma comes close to the surface it heats ground water found trapped in porous rock or 
water running along fractured rock surfaces and faults. Such hydrothermal resources have 
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two common ingredients: water (hydro) and heat (thermal). Naturally occurring large 
areas of hydrothermal resources are called geothermal reservoirs. Geologists use different 
methods to look for geothermal reservoirs. Drilling a well and testing the temperature 
deep underground is the only way to be sure a geothermal reservoir really exists. Most of 
the geothermal reservoirs in the United States are located in the western states, Alaska, 
and Hawaii [2]. 
1.6 GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMP 
The system being modeled mathematically is a geothermal heat pump. A geothermal heat 
pump system is a heating and/or an air conditioning system that uses the Earth's ability to 
store heat in the ground and water thermal masses. These systems operate based on the 
stability of underground temperatures: the ground a few feet below surface has a very 
stable temperature throughout the year, depending upon location's annual climate. A 
geothermal heat pump uses that available heat in the winter and puts heat back into the 
ground in the summer. A geothermal system differs from a conventional furnace or boiler 
by its ability to transfer heat versus the standard method of producing heat. As energy 
costs continue to rise and pollution concerns continue to be a hot topic, geothermal 
systems may hold a solution to both of these concerns.  
Geothermal heat pumps are also known as "GeoExchange" systems and "ground-source 
heat pumps." The latter term is useful as it clearly distinguishes the technology from air-
source heat pumps. Geothermal heat pumps, which can be used in almost any region, 
should also be distinguished from geothermal heating. Geothermal heating is used in 
areas where exceptionally high underground 
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temperatures, such as those at hot springs and steam vents, are used to heat indoor spaces 
without the use of a heat pump. 
A direct exchange or DX geothermal heat pump system is a geothermal heat pump 
system in which the refrigerant circulates through tubing placed in the ground. The 
refrigerant exchanges heat directly with the soil through the walls of the tubing. This 
simplicity allows the system to reach high efficiencies while using a relatively shorter 
and smaller set of buried tubing, reducing installation cost. DX systems, like water-
source systems, can also be used to heat water in the house for use in radiant heating 
applications and for domestic hot water, as well as for cooling applications. [3] 
The improvement made to the geothermal heat pump system is instead of using tubing 
running through the ground heat will be exchanged directly with a central tank placed in 
the ground resulting in even more installation savings and improved heat flow. 
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CHAPTER II
 
SCOPE AND APPROACH 
 
The present investigation was undertaken in order to study and improve the heat flow of 
various geothermal systems. The first step taken was to research the temperature versus 
depth in Ohio.  
2.1 GEOTHERMAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT [4] 
The temperature of the earth varies with the depth. The relation between the temperature 
and the depth is given by the following equations;  
Above 10 feet, the temperature is given by the equation: 
groundT  = .6z + 49° F  [2-1] 
Where z < 10 feet in depth.  
Under 10 feet, the temperature is given by the following equation: 
groundT  = .01z + 54.9° F   [2-2] 
Where z > 10 feet in depth.  
Figure (2.1) on the next page gives a graphical representation of the ground temperature 
per function of depth.  
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Fig (2.1) Geothermal Temperature Gradients in 
Ohio
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Analyzing Figure 2.1, we can observe that after 10 feet of depth, the ground temperature 
changes roughly 1 degree F per 100 feet. It is obvious that digging deeper into the Earth 
gives little or no advantage in terms of temperature change. Using this data our goal is to 
design a geothermal system optimizing the heat of the ground as close to the surface as 
possible. In other words we would like to minimize the depth needed in order to have a 
functional geothermal system. 
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2.2 DESIGN OF A GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM 
After researching the ground temperature gradient the next step was to design a 
geothermal system and determine how to analyze our system. SolidWorks was used to 
create a three dimensional model and two dimensional drawings of our geothermal 
system. The design we choose is a cylindrical tank, but two variations. One variation has 
the cylindrical tank divided into two sections as shown in figure 2.2. The other design is 
just a cylindrical tank with one cavity. After we had 2-D drawings and 3-D models of our 
geothermal system, we could then start to describe the heat flow of the geothermal 
system. The first step was to recognize that the heat flow was two dimensional instead of 
three dimensional. Our main assumption for this was that the temperature of the ground 
only varied with depth (z), and not in the y direction. The other assumption is that heat 
within the tank varied only with relation to distance from the center or radially (r) and not 
in the y direction. Next, we decided to describe the heat flow using an RC network. We 
then determined where and how many nodes to use to model the system. Once the system 
was modeled with nodes we determined the resistances and capacitances of the nodes. 
After all this is known we were then able to write a program to use with 
SINDATHERMAL Analyzer. The two following figures describe our systems by 
illustrating the tanks, nodes, boundaries, and heat flow of our system.  
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FIG (2.3)
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2.3 ANALYZING A GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM 
After researching ground temperature gradients and modeling a physical system the next 
step is to describe the heat flow using differential equations. The next chapter explains 
the steps involved.  
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CHAPTER III
 
 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS 
 
3.1      GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS/ BOUNDARY CONDITIONS [5] 
The problem we are facing is heat flow in a cylindrical system in the z and r directions. 
Fortunately we have differential equations to describe the heat flow. The two-
dimensional heat-conduction equation for cylindrical coordinates is; 
 τα ∂
∂=∂
∂+∂
∂+∂
∂ T
z
T
r
T
rr
T 11
2
2
2
2
  [3-1] 
With the following boundary conditions (please refer to Fig 2.2); 
Example Node 50; fixed temperature; T(z) using equations [2-1] or [2-2].  
Example Node 40; Inlet of Glycol Tank; T = C 
As the glycol is circulating inside the tank we have convection between the glycol and 
the tank wall at Example Node 42; 
 )( glycolwall TThAq −=   [3-2] 
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3.2 CONVERSION TO RC NETWORK [6] 
By converting the differential equations into a RC network we simplify the calculations. 
Each Node has a resistance and/or capacitance.  
 
 
 
The following equations describe the heat flow in the radial (r) direction.  
Area for heat flow in a cylindrical system radial direction; 
 rLAr π2=   [3-3] 
Fourier’s law conduction radial direction; 
 
dr
dTkAq rr −=   [3-4] 
Solving Fourier’s law with the boundary conditions; 
iTT =   at  irr =  
OTT =   at  orr =  
Solution to Fourier’s law conduction radial direction; 
 
)/ln(
)(2
io
oi
rr
TTkL
q
−= π   [3-5] 
 
Fig (3.1) Sample RC Network 
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The thermal resistance in this case is; 
 
kL
rrR ioth π2
)/ln(=   [3-6] 
In our geothermal system we have a multiple layer cylindrical wall. For a multiple layer 
cylindrical wall the governing differential equation describing heat flow in the (r) 
direction is; 
 
ZBA
r krrkrrkrr
TTLq
/)/ln(...../)/ln(/)/ln(
)(2
12312
1
−∞∞
∞
+++
−= π   [3-7] 
The following example illustrates a multiple cylindrical section; 
 
Fig (3.2) Sample multiple cylindrical section 
 
Once we have our equations for our RC network we can begin to construct a program for 
SINDATHERMAL Analyzer.
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3.3 SINDATHERMAL ANALYZER  
SINDA/FLUINT is a comprehensive finite-difference, lumped parameter (circuit or 
network analogy) tool for heat transfer design analysis and fluid flow analysis in complex 
systems. We are using SINDA to describe our RC network and to achieve results. The 
next step in our geothermal study is to write a program in SINDA.  
3.3.1 REGISTRAR 
The first step in programming SINDA is to define our variables in the registrar. All of our 
variables in the nomenclature, whether independent or dependent, are defined in our 
registrar. The next step in programming SINDA is defining the nodes. 
3.3.2 DEFINING NODES [7] 
For analysis of the heat at several points on each layer, nodes are defined. The nodes 
represent the thermal capacitance of a volume of material. Nodes are defined on the 
exterior (ground) surface, and in the glycol tank. The heat conduction paths are called 
CONDUCTORS and are assigned arbitrary reference numbers. The thermal capacity (or 
CAPACITANCE) of each bar node is equal to the product of its density, volume and 
specific heat. The conductance of a conductor which represents a heat flow path through 
a material is equal to the product of the material’s thermal conductivity and for cross-
sectional area of the flow-path, divided by the length of the path. 
Nodes represent a point at which energy is conserved. Each node has a single 
characteristic temperature “T”. Nodes may represent the temperature of a finite volume 
of material. They may be used more abstractly to represent boundary conditions, mass 
less interfaces or edges. Each node is assigned a unique number and each conductor is 
assigned a unique number. The node numbers have an increment of 100, the conductance 
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numbers have an increment of 1000 for every layer going down and each layer is 10 feet 
deep. 
BOUNDARY NODES 
These nodes are the ones at the boundary of the system. In this case the very last ones on 
the ground are the boundary nodes. They are given a predefined capacitance value of zero 
and are given a negative node number. Boundary nodes have an infinite capacitance and 
hence usually represent sources or sinks, large masses, or ideally controlled temperature 
zones. The general format is: 
N#, Ti, C 
N# - Node number (negative) 
Ti – Initial Temperature of the node 
C – Capacitance (equal to zero) 
ARITHMATIC NODES 
These nodes are defined at the surface of intersection of two different materials. 
Arithmetic nodes have zero capacitance: energy flowing into arithmetic node must 
balance the energy flowing out at all times. Arithmetic nodes may be used to represent 
edges, interfaces, negligibly small masses (e.g., radiation shields or foils), and any other 
temperature to which no mass can or should be assigned. The capacitance is given some 
arbitrary negative number. The general format is: 
N#, Ti, C 
N# - Node number 
Ti – Initial Temperature of the node 
C – Capacitance (negative) 
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DIFFUSION NODES  
Diffusion nodes have a finite capacitance “C”, usually equal to the product of mass and 
specific heat (m*Cp). Diffusion nodes may represent a finite cell within a messed 
volume, or may represent a higher level component. The general format is: 
N#, Ti, C 
N# - Node number 
Ti – Initial Temperature of the node 
C – Capacitance (mass*specific heat) 
CONDUCTORS  
Conductors describe the means by which heat flows from one node to another. Each 
conductor has a single characteristic conductance “G” (inverse of resistance). Conductors 
represent energy paths via solid conduction, contact conduction, convection, advection, 
radiation, etc. The general format is: 
#N, N1, N2, C 
#N – Conductance number 
N1, N2 – the nodes through which heat flows 
C – Conductance
3.3.3 ASSIGNING NODES 
Now that the definitions of nodes are known the next step is to assign a node definition to 
each node. The node can be one of the three following: boundary, diffusion, or 
arithmetic. Please refer to Appendix D page 113-114 for a map of the nodes to follow 
along while reading this section.  
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The boundary nodes in the RC network are the nodes in the x-direction along the ground 
surface, the nodes in the z-direction 20 feet radial from the center of the tank, as well as 
the nodes in the x-direction 20 feet in the z-direction from the bottom of the tank, or 
simply stated, the nodes running along the outer borders of the node map. The boundary 
nodes are nodes numbered; 181-189, 200-240, 20-160, and 151-159 respectively. 
The arithmetic nodes are the nodes that are at the intersection of two materials and that 
are not boundary nodes. These nodes are found at the intersections of the glycol inside 
the tank and the tank wall and at the intersections of the tank wall and the earth. 
According to our node map these nodes are numbered 1, 3, 301, 303, 401, 403, 12, 14, 
22, 24, 32, 34, 42, 44, 52, 54, 62, 64, 72, 74, 82, 84, 92, 94, 102, and 104. Basically these 
nodes are all around the inside and outside walls of the tank.  
The rest of the nodes are diffusion nodes. These nodes are not boundary nodes and are 
not found at intersections of material but are the finite cells of the material. These nodes 
are found at the axial z center of the tanks and above and below the tanks at the axial z 
center. There is a column of these nodes at the center of the tank wall in order to 
accurately model the heat transfer through the wall. Finally these nodes are also found 
between the tank wall and the outer boundary 20 feet in the x-direction from the axial z 
center. These nodes divide up the earth into equal segments to model the heat flow 
accurately. For the 16 inch diameter and 30 foot long tank, these segments are 
approximately 3.75 feet wide in the radial (x) direction and 3 feet long in the z-direction. 
The dimensions of the node segments are dependent variables based on the tank 
dimensions and are programmed as such in SINDA.  
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Once the nodes are defined, the initial temperature of the nodes are a function of depth 
and given by equation 2.1 or 2.2. This is how the initial temperature of the nodes is 
determined. To note the glycol inlet point is assigned as a boundary node and the 
temperature of the glycol inlet temperature is an independent variable in the registrar.  
Next the conductors are defined between adjacent nodes wherever there is a heat flow.  
3.3.4 EXAMPLE NODE 
An example node is arbitrarily chosen as an example to illustrate how SINDA is 
programmed. The example node is 41. The input line to define node 41 in SINDA is; 
41, Td5, CT5 
Where 41 is the node number, Td5 is the initial temperature which is a dependent 
variable, and CT5 is the capacitance of the node. Since 41 is a positive number and CT5 
is some non-negative non-zero capacitance we can see that node 41 is a diffusion node. 
Since the initial temperature is an independent variable all the related equations from the 
registrar will be listed in order to illustrate how the value for Td5 is calculated. These 
equations are all taken directly from the SINDA program in appendix A. The equations 
for Td5 are; 
Td5 = 54.9 + FDG5/100.0 
FDG5 = FDG4 + Dltk 
FDG4 = FDG3 + Dltk 
FDG3 = FDG2 + Dltk 
FDG2 = FDG1 + Dltk/2.0 
FDG1 = FDGt1 
FDGt1 = FDGa1 
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FDGa1 = 10.0 
Dltk = Ltk/Nttk 
Ltk = 20.0 
Nttk = 10.0 
Calculating the equations and variables the initial temperature of node 41 is 55.7 °F. 
Next the capacitance is defined. Again all the related equations will be taken from 
SINDA to illustrate how the value for the capacitance is obtained. The equations for CT5 
are; 
RhoeglCpgldltkDtiCT ***
4
)*(5
2π=  
Dti = DTII/12.0 
DTII = DTOI -2.0 * Tmw 
DTOI = 16.0 
Tmw = 1.455 
Dltk = Ltk/Nttk 
Ltk = 20.0 
Nttk = 10.0 
Cpgl = .796 
Rhoegl = 67.61 
Calculating the equations and variables the initial capacitance of node 41 is 82.85 
BTU/min-°F. 
Now the conductors will be defined where there is a heat flow. Node 31 is connected 
above node 41 in the z-direction. Node 51 is connected below node 41 in the z-direction. 
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And finally node 42 is connected to node 41 in the x-direction. These are the three 
connections to node 41. The format for the SINDA conductance input is; 
G#, #G, IG, NA, INA, NB, INB, G 
Where G# is the actual number of the first conductor to be generated, #G is the total 
number of conductors to be generated, IG is the increment to be added to the current 
conductor number to form the conductor number of the next conductor, NA and NB are 
the actual node numbers of the pair of nodes connected by the first conductor, INA and 
INB are the increments to be added to NA and NB to arrive at the node numbers for the 
pair of nodes connected by the next conductor, and finally G is the conductance of all 
conductors. 
The vertical conductance for node 41 is defined by the following SINDA input; 
GEN 36, 10, 1, 11, 10, 12, 10, Ftrc 
This input defines the entire vertical conductance for all nodes along the axial z-center of 
the tank.  
The equation for the conductance Ftrc is; 
)ln(
**0.2
Rtc
Rti
KfglFtrc π=  
The related equations and variables for Ftrc are; 
Kfgl = KKf/60.0 
KKf = 0.217 
Rti = Dti/2.0 
Dti = DTII/2.0 
DTII = DTOI – 2.0*Tmw 
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DTOI = 16.0 
Tmw = 1.778 
Solving for Ftrc, the value for Ftrc is 0.005 BTU/min-°F4. 
Next the conductor in the x direction is defined by the following SINDA input; 
GEN 201, 4, 1, 11, 10, 21, 10 Ftv*2.0 
The equation for the conductance Ftv is; 
0.2
0.4
**
2
Dltk
DtoKfgl
Ftv
π
=  
The related equations and variables for Ftv are; 
Kfgl = KKf/60.0 
KKf = 0.217 
Dto = DTOI/12.0 
DTOI = 16.0 
Dltk = Ltk/Nttk 
Ltk = 30.0 
Nttk = 5.0 
Solving for 2*Ftv, the value for 2*Ftv is 0.014 BTU/min-°F4. 
This concludes the sample node example. This was done with every single node in the 
SINDA program. 
3.3.5 TEST RUNS 
After the nodes and conductors are defined, then the finishing touches to the program are 
completed we have our RC network and are ready to run the program and achieve results. 
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By editing the registrar we can adjust our independent variables. The independent 
variables of the geothermal study are;  
Tank Height 
Tank Radius 
Glycol Inlet Temperature 
Glycol Mass Flow Rate 
The goal of our test runs is to see how much heat can be transferred with the surrounding 
earth in terms of Btu/hour. The next chapter describes our various test runs and results. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter discusses the test runs and their results. There is no benefit to using the two 
tank design due to significant heat transfer between the two tanks.  Below the results are 
listed.  
Fig 4.1 through Fig 4.5 studies the effect the tank diameter has on heat transfer. 
These tests conclude that a larger diameter doesn’t hinder heat transfer between the 
glycol and the earth. A larger diameter is advantageous due to the fact more glycol or 
other fluid can be stored. The largest diameter tested is 16 in, the smallest 5 in. 
These tests conclude that a tank with a minimum diameter of 12 in and tank height of 30 
feet or a minimum diameter of 16 in and tank height of 20 feet are needed to sustain a 
perpetual heat transfer with glycol flying at 4 gpm at a temperature of 30 °F. The two 
tanks provide a heat transfer of 40,000 BTU/HR and 50,000 BTU/HR respectively.  
Fig 4.6 studies the effect the mass flow rate has on heat transfer. 
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This study shows heat transfer for a tank 30 feet deep and 16 inches in diameter and 
various mass flow rates. The heat transfer does not significantly degrade over time for a 
glycol mass flow rate of less than 6 gpm and 30 °F and provide 60,000 BTU/HR. 
Fig 4.7 studies the effect the tank height has on heat transfer. 
The tank should be 30 feet deep otherwise heat transfer is significantly degraded over 
time for glycol mass flow rate of 4 gpm and a temperature of 40 °F. This mass flow rate 
and temperature provide us with 25,000 BTU/HR. 
Fig 4.8 studies the effect the glycol return temperature has on heat transfer. 
This study shows that the geothermal system can handle temperature typically found in 
the summer and winter, between 30 °F and 70°F at a mass flow rate of 4 gpm. 
Fig 4.9 studies the largest tank with a 20 foot depth at different mass flow rates. 
This study concludes that the tank needs to be 30 feet in length to function at higher mass 
flow rates. The best result is a mass flow rate of 12 gpm and a temperature of 30°F results 
in sustained heat transfer of 100,000 BTU/HR. 
Fig 4.10 studies our largest tank at different tank heights. 
This study shows how heat transfer is effected by tank heights. The maximum tank height 
tested was 40 feet. This tank provided 120,000 BTU/HR at a glycol mass flow rate of 12 
gpm and temperature of 30°F. 
Fig 4.11 studies our largest tank diameter of 16 inches with a 20 foot depth at different 
glycol inlet temperatures. This study confirms that a 20 foot depth is not deep enough and 
shows the heat transfer degradation. 
Our conclusion is that a tank that is 16 inch in diameter and has a length of 30 feet can 
sufficiently heat an average home in the winter or cool it in the summer. 
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Fig (4.1) - Geothermal System Perfomance 
Tank Dimensions: Diameter = 5 in, Height = variable 
Glycol Return Temp = 30 F, Mass flow rate = 4 gpm
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Fig (4.2) - Geothermal System Perfomance 
Tank Dimensions: Diameter = 8 in, Height = variable 
Glycol Return Temp = 30 F, Mass flow rate = 4 gpm
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Fig (4.3) - Geothermal System Perfomance 
Tank Dimensions: Diameter = 10 in, Height = variable 
Glycol Return Temp = 30 F, Mass flow rate = 4 gpm
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Fig (4.4) - Geothermal System Perfomance 
Tank Dimensions: Diameter = 12 in, Height = variable 
Glycol Return Temp = 30 F, Mass flow rate = 4 gpm
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Fig (4.5) - Geothermal System Perfomance 
Tank Dimensions: Diameter = 16 in, Height = variable 
Glycol Return Temp = 30 F, Mass flow rate = 4 gpm
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Fig (4.6) - Geothermal System Perfomance 
Tank Dimensions: Diameter = 16 in, Height = 30 ft 
Glycol Return Temp 30 F, Mass flow rate = variable
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Fig (4.7) - Geothermal System Perfomance 
Tank Dimensions: Diameter = 16 in, Height = variable 
Glycol Return Temp 40 F, Mass flow rate = 4 gpm
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Fig (4.8) - Geothermal System Perfomance 
Tank Dimensions: Diameter = 16 in, Height = 30 ft 
Glycol Return Temp = variable, Mass flow rate = 4 gpm
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Fig (4.9) - Geothermal System Perfomance
 Tank Dimensions: Diameter = 16 in, Height =  20 (ft) 
Glycol Return Temp = 30 F, Mass flow rate = variable
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Fig (4.10) - Geothermal System Perfomance
Tank Dimensions: Diameter = 16 in, Height = variable 
Glycol Return Temp = 30 F, Mass flow rate = 12 gpm
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Fig (4.11) - Geothermal System Perfomance 
Tank Dimensions: Diameter = 16 in, Height = 20 ft 
Glycol Return Temp = variable, Mass flow rate = 4 gpm
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CHAPTER V 
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
There are several reasons why our geothermal system is superior to the systems in use in 
industry. Our system has superior heat flow as proven in our figures. The installation cost 
is lower in our system, the main reason is that to install our system there is only a need to 
dig 40 feet deep instead of 300 feet. The other important reason is only a vertical hole is 
necessary rather than trenches. Operating costs for our system our lower due to the fact 
that our fluid is only pumped 10 feet vertically instead of 300 feet saving on vertical 
distance and drag forces. The final reason our system is superior is that it is more 
compact than current systems. A 16 inch or so vertical hole 40 feet long is all the space 
our system occupies allowing it to be installed easier and in tighter spaces than current 
geothermal systems.  In conclusion, our system is superior to a geothermal system in use 
in industry based on the previously mentioned reasons. 
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APPENDIX A: SINDA THERMAL PROGRAM 
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HEADER OPTIONS DATA 
TITLE TWO TANK GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM 
        OUTPUT = GEOTANK2.OUT 
        MODEL  = GTANK2 
HEADER REGISTERED DATA,SUB1 
        TSW = 20.0                                 $ TANK SWITCH TIME, MINUTES 
        PI  = 3.14159                              $ CONSTANT 
 
C       CIRCULATING GLYCOL FLUID THERMAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND MASS FLOW RATE 
 
        Cpgl   = 0.796                             $ FLUID SPECIFIC HEAT, btu/lb-F 
        VIS    = 6.05                              $ DYNAMIC VISCOCITY,centipoise 
        VISCgl = 0.0403182*VIS                     $ DYNAMIC VISCOCITY, lbm/ft-min 
        KKf    = 0.217                             $ GLYCOL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, btu/hr-ft-F 
        Kfgl   = KKf/60.0                          $ GLYCOL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, btu/min-ft-F  
        Rhoegl = 67.61                             $ GLYCOL FLUID DENSITY,lbm/cu.ft  
        GLFR   = 10.00                              $ GLYCOL FLUID MASS FLOW RATE,gpm  
        GM     = GLFR*(231.0/1728.0)*Rhoegl        $ GLYCOL FLOW RATE,lbm/min 
        Tgi    = 30.0                               $ GLYCOL INLET TEMPERATURE,deg. F 
 
C       TANK THERMAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
 
        Rhoetk = 59.92883                            $ TANK WALL DENSITY,lbm/cu-ft 
        KKt    = 0.1907                              $ TANK WALL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,btu/hr-ft-F 
        Ktk    = KKt/60.0                            $ TANK WALL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,btu/min-ft-F 
        Cptk   = .50159                              $ TANK WALL SPECIFIC HEAT,BTU/lb-F  
 
C       TUBE THERMAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
 
        Kt     = 0.1907                              $ TUBE WALL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,btu/hr-ft-F 
        Ktb    = Kt/60.0                             $ TUBE WALL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,btu/min-ft-F 
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        Cptb   = 0.50159                             $ TUBE  SPECIFIC HEAT,BTU/lb-F 
        Rhoetb = 59.92883                            $ TUBE DENSITY,lbm/cu-ft 
 
C       GROUND THERMAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
 
        Kgi     = .30                               $ GROUND  THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,BTU/hr-ft-F 
        Kg      =Kgi/60.0                           $ GROUND  THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,BTU/min-ft-F 
        Cpg    = .44                                $ GROUND  SPECIFIC HEAT,BTU/lb-F 
        Rhoeg  = 128.0                              $ GROUND  DENSITY,  lbm/cu-ft    
 
C       TANK DIMENSIONS 
 
        Tmw    = 1.778                             $ TANK MINIMUM WALL THICKNESS,inch 
        DTOI   = 16.00                             $ TANK OUTSIDE DIAMETER,inch 
        Ltk    = 30.0                              $ TANK HEIGHT LENGTH,ft 
        Ttmb   = TmW/12.0                          $ TANK TOP MID AND BOTTOM THICKNESS,ft 
        Dto    = DTOI/12.0                         $ OUTER TANK DIAMETERS,ft 
        DTII   = DTOI-2.0*TMW                      $ INSIDE TANK DIAMETER,inch 
        Dti    = DTII/12.0                         $ INNER TANK DIAMETER,ft  
        Nttk    = 5.0                              $ TANK NUMBER OF NODAL INCREMENTS  
        Rto    = Dto/2.0                           $ TANK OUTER RADIUS,ft 
        Rti    = Dti/2.0                           $ TANK INNER RADIUS,ft 
        Rtm    = (Rti+Rto)/2.0                     $ MID-WALL RADIUS,ft 
        Rtc    = Rti/100.0                         $ CENTER TANK RADIUS,ft 
        Dltk   = Ltk/nttk                          $ VERTICAL TANK NODAL INCREMENT,ft 
 
C       TUBE DIMENSIONS 
        Twt    = .119                              $ TUBE MINIMUM WALL THICKNESS,inch 
        Dpoi   =  1.315                            $ OUTER TUBE DIAMETER,Inch 
        Dpii   = Dpoi-2.0*Twt                      $ INNER TUBE DIAMETER,Inch 
        Dpo    = Dpoi/12.0                         $ OUTER TUBE DIAMETER,ft 
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        Dpi    = Dpii/12.0                         $ INNER TUBE DIAMETER,ft  
        Ltb    = Ltk                               $ PIPE LENGTH IS THE SAME AS TANK HEIGHT, ft 
        Ntb    = 5.0                               $ TUBE  NUMBER OF NODE INCREMENTS 
        Rpo    = Dpo/2.0                           $ TANK OUTER RADIUS,ft 
        Rpi    = Dpi/2.0                           $ TANK INNER RADIUS,ft 
        Dltb   = Ltb/Ntb                           $ TUBE  NODAL INCREMENTAL LENTGH,ft  
 
C       GROUND DIMENSIONS SURROUNDING TANK 
 
        FDGa1  = 10.0                              $ GROUND DEPTH TO TOP OF FIRST TANK,ft  
        Lg1    = 5.0                               $ GROUND VERTICAL HEIGHT ABOVE TOP OF TANK,ft 
        Lg2    = 5.0                               $ GROUND VERTICAL HEIGHT BELOW BOTTOM OF TANK,ft 
        Lt1    = Ltk                               $ SINGLE TANK HEIGHT,ft 
        Rgrad  = 15.0                              $ GROUND OUTER RADIUS SURROUNDING THE TANK,FT 
 
C       GROUND DEPTH DIMENSIONAL CALCULATIONS START HERE 
 
        FDGt1   = FDGa1                            $ GROUND DEPTH TO TOP OF TANK,FT   
        FDGt2   = FDGt1+Lt1                        $ GROUND DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF 1st TANK,ft 
        FDGt3   = FDGt2+Lt1                        $ GROUND DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF SECOND TANK,ft 
        FDGb1   = FDGt3+Lg2                        $ GROUND DEPTH BELOW SECOND TANK BOTTOM,ft 
        Dla1    = Lg1/nttk                         $ VERTICAL GROUND NODAL INCREMENT ABOVE TANK TOP,ft 
        Dlb1    = Lg2/nttk                         $ VERTICAL GROUND NODAL INCREMENT BELOW TANK BOTTOM,ft 
         
C       TUBE HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS 
 
        Prgl   = Cpgl*VISCgl/Kfgl                  $ PRANDTL NUMBER 
        Redtb  = 4.0*GM/(PI*Dpi*VISCgl)            $ REYNOLD S NUMBER 
        Nutb   = 0.023*(Redtb)**0.8*(Prgl)**0.4    $ NUSSELT NUMBER 
        Htb    = Nutb*Kfgl/Dpi                     $ CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER COEF.BTU/min-ft2-F 
        Aptb   = PI*Dpi*Dltb                       $ NODE INNER TUBE AREA, sq-ft 
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        GCtb   = Htb*Aptb                          $ WALL CONVECTION CONDUCTANCE  
        Fcontb = GM*Cpgl                           $ MOVING FLUID CONDUCTANCE 
        NFVoltb= PI*Dpi**2*Dltb/4.0                $ NODE FLUID VOLUME 
        Captb  = Rhoegl*NFVoltb*Cpgl               $ TUBE NODE CAPACITY 
        Fgtb   = 2.0*PI*Ktb*Dltb/ln(Dpo/Dpi)       $ RADIAL TUBE WALL CONDUCTANCE 
 
C       TANK HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS 
 
        Prtk   = Cpgl*Viscgl/Kfgl                   $ PRANDTL NUMBER 
        Redtk  = 4.0*GM/(PI*Dti*VIScgl)             $ REYNOLD S NUMBER 
        Nutk   = 0.023*(Redtk)**0.8*(Prgl)**0.4     $ NUSSELT NUMBER 
        Htk    = Nutk*Kfgl/Dti                      $ CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER COEF.BTU/min-ft2-F 
        Aptk   = PI*Dti*Dltk                        $ NODAL INNER TANK AREA, sq-ft 
        FCOntk = GM*Cpgl                            $ MOVING FLUID CONDUCTANCE 
        NFVoltk= PI*Dti**2*Dltk/4.0                 $ NODE FLUID VOLUME 
        Captk  = Rhoegl*NFVoltk*Cpgl                $ NODE GLYCOL FLUID CAPACITANCE 
        Ftmb   = Ktk*PI*Dti**2/4.0/Ttmb             $ TANK TOP,MID-SECTION AND BOTTOM CONDUCTANCE 
        Ftmw   = 2.0*PI*Ktk/ln(Rto/Rti)             $ TANK MID-WALL RADIAL CONDUCTION  
        Ftcon  = Htk*Aptk                           $ TANK WALL CONVECTION CONDUCTANCE  
        Ctwc   = PI*(Rto**2-Rti**2)*Dltk*Rhoetk*Cptk $ TANK WALL CAPACITANCE 
        Ctsc   = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*Dltk*Rhoetk*Cptk    $ TANK TOP-MID-BOTTOM WALL CAPACITANCE 
        Ftfk   = GM*Cpgl                             $ MOVING FLUID CONDUCTANCE 
        Ftrc   = 2.0*PI*Kfgl/ln(Rti/Rtc)             $ TANK RADIAL GLYCOL CONDUCTION 
 
c       GROUND CONDUCTANCES AND CAPACITANCE CALCULATIONS START HERE 
 
 
C       GROUND NODAL RADIAL DIMENSIONS SURROUNDING THE TANK 
 
        DVt=PI*(Rgrad**2-Rto**2)*Dltk/nttk 
        Rx1=Rto 
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        Rx2=SQRT(DVt/(PI*DLtk)+Rx1**2) 
        Rx3=SQRT(DVt/(PI*DLtk)+Rx2**2) 
        Rx4=SQRT(DVt/(PI*DLtk)+Rx3**2) 
        Rx5=SQRT(DVt/(PI*DLtk)+Rx4**2) 
        Rx6=SQRT(DVt/(PI*DLtk)+Rx5**2) 
   
C       GROUND RADII 
 
        R1     =  Rx1 
        R2     = (Rx1 + Rx2)/2.0              
        R3     = (Rx2 + Rx3)/2.0              
        R4     = (Rx3 + Rx4)/2.0              
        R5     = (Rx4 + Rx5)/2.0              
        R6     = (Rx5 + Rx6)/2.0              
        R7     = Rgrad              
 
C      GROUND INITIAL TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS AT VARIOUS DEPTHS 
 
C      GROUND NODAL DISTANCES OF GROUND ABOVE THE TANK 
 
       Dag1=FDGt1-Lg1 
       Dag2=Dag1+Dla1/2.0 
       Dag3=Dag1+Dla1 
       Dag4=Dag1+Dla1 
       Dag5=Dag1+Dla1 
       Dag6=Dag1+Dla1 
       Dag7=Dag1+Dla1/2.0 
 
C      GROUND NODAL DISTANCES FROM TOP OF TANK,VERTICALLY DOWN 
 
       FDG1=FDGt1 
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       FDG2=FDG1+Dltk/2.0 
       FDG3=FDG2+Dltk 
       FDG4=FDG3+Dltk 
       FDG5=FDG4+Dltk 
       FDG6=FDG5+Dltk 
       FDG7=FDG6+Dltk 
       FDG8=FDG7+Dltk 
       FDG9=FDG8+Dltk 
       FDG10=FDG9+Dltk 
       FDG11=FDG10+Dltk 
       FDG12=FDG11+(Dltk)/2.0 
C 
       FDG13=FDG12+Dlb1/2.0 
       FDG14=FDG13+Dlb1 
       FDG15=FDG14+Dlb1 
       FDG16=FDG15+Dlb1 
       FDG17=FDG16+Dlb1 
       FDG18=FDG17+Dlb1/2.0 
 
        
C      INITIAL GROUND TEMPERATURES AT VARIOUS DEPTHS BELOW TANK TOP 
 
C      GROUND ABOVE TANK 
 
       Tda1 = 0.6*Dag1+49.0 
       Tda2 = 0.6*Dag2+49.0 
       Tda3 = 0.6*Dag3+49.0 
       Tda4 = 0.6*Dag4+49.0 
       Tda5 = 0.6*Dag5+49.0 
       Tda6 = 0.6*Dag6+49.0 
       Tda7 = 0.6*Dag7+49.0 
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C      TANK TOP AND DOWN GROUND TEMPERATURE 
                                                   
       Td1  = 0.6*FDG1+49.0         $ IF GROUND DEPTH IS LESS OR EQUAL TO 10 ft 
       Td2  = 54.9+FDG2/100.0 
       Td3  = 54.9+FDG3/100.0 
       Td4  = 54.9+FDG4/100.0 
       Td5  = 54.9+FDG5/100.0 
       Td6  = 54.9+FDG6/100.0 
       Td7  = 54.9+FDG7/100.0 
       Td8  = 54.9+FDG8/100.0 
       Td9  = 54.9+FDG9/100.0 
       Td10 = 54.9+FDG10/100.0 
       Td11 = 54.9+FDG11/100.0 
       Td12 = 54.9+FDG12/100.0 
 
C      TANK BOTTOM AND DOWN 
 
       Tdb1 = 54.9+FDG13/100.0 
       Tdb2 = 54.9+FDG14/100.0 
       Tdb3 = 54.9+FDG15/100.0 
       Tdb4 = 54.9+FDG16/100.0 
       Tdb5 = 54.9+FDG17/100.0 
       Tdb6 = 54.9+FDG18/100.0 
 
C      CAPACITANCE CALCULATIONS OF GROUND ABOVE TANK TOP 
 
        Ca1   = 1.0 
        Ca2   = (PI*Dto**2/4.0)*dla1*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Ca3   = (PI*Dto**2/4.0)*dla1*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Ca4   = (PI*Dto**2/4.0)*dla1*Cpg*Rhoeg 
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        Ca5   = (PI*Dto**2/4.0)*dla1*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Ca6   = (PI*Dto**2/4.0)*dla1*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Ca7   = 1.0 
        Ca8   = 1.0 
        Ca9   = Rhoeg*Cpg*PI*(Rx2**2-Rx1**2)*Dla1 
        Ca10  = Rhoeg*Cpg*PI*(Rx3**2-Rx2**2)*Dla1 
        Ca11  = Rhoeg*Cpg*PI*(Rx4**2-Rx3**2)*Dla1 
        Ca12  = Rhoeg*Cpg*PI*(Rx5**2-Rx4**2)*Dla1 
        Ca13  = Rhoeg*Cpg*PI*(Rx6**2-Rx5**2)*Dla1 
        Ca14  = 1.0 
 
C       TANK NODAL CAPACITANCE OF GLYCOL   
 
        Ct1   = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*dltk*Cpgl*Rhoegl 
        Ct2   = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*dltk*Cpgl*Rhoegl 
        Ct3   = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*dltk*Cpgl*Rhoegl 
        Ct4   = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*dltk*Cpgl*Rhoegl 
        Ct5   = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*dltk*Cpgl*Rhoegl 
        Ct6   = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*dltk*Cpgl*Rhoegl 
        Ct7   = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*dltk*Cpgl*Rhoegl 
        Ct8   = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*dltk*Cpgl*Rhoegl 
        Ct9   = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*dltk*Cpgl*Rhoegl 
        Ct10  = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*dltk*Cpgl*Rhoegl 
        Ct11  = (PI*Dti**2/4.0)*dltk*Cpgl*Rhoegl 
 
C       TANK SURROUNDING GROUND  NODAL CAPACITANCE 
 
        Ct15   = Rhoeg*Cpg*PI*(Rx2**2-Rx1**2)*Dltk 
        Ct16   = Rhoeg*Cpg*PI*(Rx3**2-Rx2**2)*Dltk 
        Ct17   = Rhoeg*Cpg*PI*(Rx4**2-Rx3**2)*Dltk 
        Ct18   = Rhoeg*Cpg*PI*(Rx5**2-Rx4**2)*Dltk 
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        Ct19   = Rhoeg*Cpg*PI*(Rx6**2-Rx5**2)*Dltk 
        Ct20   = 1.0 
 
C       GROUND NODAL CAPACITANCE BELOW TANK 
 
        Cb1   = (PI*Dto**2/4.0)*dlb1*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Cb2   = (PI*Dto**2/4.0)*dlb1*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Cb3   = (PI*Dto**2/4.0)*dlb1*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Cb4   = (PI*Dto**2/4.0)*dlb1*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Cb5   = (PI*Dto**2/4.0)*dlb1*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Cb6   = 1.0 
        Cb7   = PI*(Rx2**2-Rx1**2)*Dltk*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Cb8   = PI*(Rx3**2-Rx2**2)*Dltk*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Cb9   = PI*(Rx4**2-Rx3**2)*Dltk*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Cb10  = PI*(Rx5**2-Rx4**2)*Dltk*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Cb11  = PI*(Rx6**2-Rx5**2)*Dltk*Cpg*Rhoeg 
        Cb12  =1.0 
 
C       CONDUCTANCE CALCULATIONS START HERE 
 
C       RADIAL GROUND  CONDUCTANCES ABOVE THE TANK 
 
        Far1    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dla1/ln(Rto/Rtc) 
        Farr1   = 2.0*Kg*PI*dla1/ln(R2/R1) 
        Farr2   = 2.0*Kg*PI*dla1/ln(R3/R2) 
        Farr3   = 2.0*Kg*PI*dla1/ln(R4/R3) 
        Farr4   = 2.0*Kg*PI*dla1/ln(R5/R4) 
        Farr5   = 2.0*Kg*PI*dla1/ln(R6/R5) 
        Farr6   = 2.0*Kg*PI*dla1/ln(R7/R6) 
 
C       TANK AND GROUND RADIAL CONDUCTANCES 
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        Ftr1    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dltk/ln(R2/R1)        $ TANK SURROUNDING GROUND 
        Ftr2    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dltk/ln(R3/R2)    
        Ftr3    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dltk/ln(R4/R3)    
        Ftr4    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dltk/ln(R5/R4)    
        Ftr5    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dltk/ln(R6/R5)    
        Ftr6    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dltk/ln(R7/R6)    
 
C       GROUND RADIAL CONDUCTANCES BELOW TANK 
  
        Fbr1    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dlb1/ln(R2/R1) 
        Fbr2    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dlb1/ln(R3/R2)    
        Fbr3    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dlb1/ln(R4/R3)    
        Fbr4    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dlb1/ln(R5/R4)    
        Fbr5    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dlb1/ln(R6/R5)    
        Fbr6    = 2.0*Kg*PI*Dlb1/ln(R7/R6)    
 
 
C       GROUND VERTICAL CONDUCTANCE ABOVE THE TANK 
 
        Fav   = (PI*Kg*Dto**2/4.0)/(dla1/2.0) 
        Fav1   =  PI*Kg*(Rx2**2-Rx1**2)/(dla1/2.0) 
        Fav2   =  PI*Kg*(Rx3**2-Rx2**2)/(dla1/2.0) 
        Fav3   =  PI*Kg*(Rx4**2-Rx3**2)/(dla1/2.0) 
        Fav4   =  PI*Kg*(Rx5**2-Rx4**2)/(dla1/2.0) 
        Fav5   =  PI*Kg*(Rx6**2-Rx5**2)/(dla1/2.0) 
 
C       GLYCOL VERTICAL CONDUCTANCE IN THE TANK 
 
        Ftv   = (PI*Kfgl*Dto**2/4.0)/(dltk/2.0) 
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C       VERTICAL CONDUCTANCE OF GROUND SURROUNDING THE TANK 
 
        Ftv1   =  PI*Kg*(Rx2**2-Rx1**2)/(dltk/2.0) 
        Ftv2   =  PI*Kg*(Rx3**2-Rx2**2)/(dltk/2.0) 
        Ftv3   =  PI*Kg*(Rx4**2-Rx3**2)/(dltk/2.0) 
        Ftv4   =  PI*Kg*(Rx5**2-Rx4**2)/(dltk/2.0) 
        Ftv5   =  PI*Kg*(Rx6**2-Rx5**2)/(dltk/2.0) 
 
C       GROUND VERTICAL CONDUCTANCE BELOW THE TANK 
 
        Fbv   = (PI*Kg*Dto**2/4.0)/(dlb1/2.0) 
      
        Fbv1   =  PI*Kg*(Rx2**2-Rx1**2)/(dlb1/2.0) 
        Fbv2   =  PI*Kg*(Rx3**2-Rx2**2)/(dlb1/2.0) 
        Fbv3   =  PI*Kg*(Rx4**2-Rx3**2)/(dlb1/2.0) 
        Fbv4   =  PI*Kg*(Rx5**2-Rx4**2)/(dlb1/2.0) 
        Fbv5   =  PI*Kg*(Rx6**2-Rx5**2)/(dlb1/2.0) 
        P11=0.0 
        P12=0.0 
        P13=0.0 
        P14=0.0 
        P15=0.0 
HEADER NODE DATA, SUB1 
 
C      BOUNDARY NODE POINTS OF GROUND ABOVE TANK TOP 
 
       -181,Tda1,1.0 
       GEN -185,5,1,Tda1,1.0 
       -200,Tda2,1.0 
       -210,Tda3,1.0 
       -220,Tda4,1.0 
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       -230,Tda5,1.0 
       -240,Tda6,1.0 
 
C      ARITHMETIC NODE POINTS ABOVE TANK TOP 
 
       192,Tda2,-1.0 
       202,Tda3,-1.0 
       212,Tda4,-1.0 
       222,Tda5,-1.0 
       232,Tda6,-1.0 
 
C      DIFUSSION NODE POINTS ABOVE TANK GROUND 
 
       191,Tda2,Ca2 
       201,Tda3,Ca3 
       211,Tda4,Ca4 
       221,Tda5,Ca5 
       231,Tda6,Ca6 
       GEN 195,5,1,Tda2,Ca9 
       GEN 205,5,1,Tda3,Ca10 
       GEN 215,5,1,Tda4,Ca11 
       GEN 225,5,1,Tda5,Ca12 
       GEN 235,5,1,Tda6,Ca13 
 
C      END OF GROUND NODE POINTS ABOVE TANK TOP 
 
C      BOUNDARY NODE POINTS FOR TANK SUROUNDING GROUND  
 
       -20,Td2,1.0 
       -30,Td3,1.0  
       -40,Td4,1.0  
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       -50,Td5,1.0  
       -60,Td6,1.0  
       -70,Td7,1.0 
       -80,Td8,1.0 
       -90,Td9,1.0  
       -100,Td10,1.0  
       -110,Td11,1.0  
       -120,Tdb1,1.0 
       -130,Tdb2,1.0 
       -140,Tdb3,1.0  
       -150,Tdb4,1.0  
       -160,Tdb5,1.0  
       -161,Tdb6,1.0 
       GEN -175,5,1,Tdb6,1.0 
 
C      TANK ARITHMETIC NODE POINTS 
 
       GEN 5,5,1,Td1,-1.0 
       GEN 1,2,2,Td1,-1.0 
       GEN 301,2,2,Td1,-1.0 
       GEN 401,2,2,Td1,-1.0 
       GEN 12,2,2,Td2,-1.0 
       GEN 22,2,2,Td3,-1.0 
       GEN 32,2,2,Td4,-1.0 
       GEN 42,2,2,Td5,-1.0 
       GEN 52,2,2,Td6,-1.0 
       GEN 62,2,2,Td7,-1.0 
       GEN 72,2,2,Td8,-1.0 
       GEN 82,2,2,Td9,-1.0 
       GEN 92,2,2,Td10,-1.0 
       GEN 102,2,2,Td11,-1.0 
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C      TANK WALL DIFUSSION NODE POINTS 
       2, Td2, Ctsc 
       302,Td6,Ctsc   
       402,Td11,Ctsc  
       13,Td2,Ctwc 
       23,Td3,Ctwc 
       33,Td4,Ctwc 
       43,Td5,Ctwc 
       53,Td6,Ctwc 
       63,Td7,Ctwc 
       73,Td8,Ctwc 
       83,Td9,Ctwc 
       93,Td10,Ctwc 
       103,Td11,Ctwc   
    
C      DIFUSSION NODES OF GROUND SUROUNDING TANK(BELOW TANK TOP) 
 
       GEN 15,5,1,Td2,Ct15 
       GEN 25,5,1,Td3,Ct16 
       GEN 35,5,1,Td4,Ct17 
       GEN 45,5,1,Td5,Ct18 
       GEN 55,5,1,Td6,Ct19 
       GEN 65,5,1,Td7,Ct15 
       GEN 75,5,1,Td8,Ct16 
       GEN 85,5,1,Td9,Ct17 
       GEN 95,5,1,Td10,Ct18 
       GEN 105,5,1,Td11,Ct19 
       GEN 115,5,1,Td12,-1.0 
 
C      GROUND BELOW TANK 
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       GEN 125,5,1,Tdb1,Cb1 
       GEN 135,5,1,Tdb2,Cb2 
       GEN 145,5,1,Tdb3,Cb3 
       GEN 155,5,1,Tdb4,Cb4 
       GEN 165,5,1,Tdb4,Cb4 
 
C      GLYCOL INSIDE TANK 
 
       11,Td2,CT2 
       21,Td3,CT3  
       31,Td4,CT4  
       41,Td5,CT5  
       51,Td6,CT6  
       61,Td7,CT7 
       71,Td8,CT8 
       81,Td9,CT9  
       91,Td10,CT10  
       101,Td11,CT11  
       111,Tdb1,CT1 
       121,Tdb2,CT2 
       131,Tdb3,CT3  
       141,Tdb4,CT4   
       151,Tdb5,CT5   
 
C      ARITHMETIC NODES BELOW TANK 
 
       112,Tdb1,-1.0 
       122,Tdb2,-1.0 
       132,Tdb3,-1.0 
       142,Tdb4,-1.0 
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       152,Tdb5,-1.0 
 
C      GLYCOL RETURN TEMPERATURE 
       -300,Tgi,CT1                    $ THIS NODE WILL BE CONNECTED TO NODE #51 OR NODE #101  
 
C      GLYCOL SUPPLY TEMPERATURE 
 
       600,Td2,CT2                      $ THIS NODE WILL BE CONNECTED TO #61 OR NODE #11  
       
 
HEADER CONDUCTOR DATA, SUB1 
 
C      "RADIAL CONDUCTION CONNECTIONS"  
 
C      RADIAL CONDUCTANCES IN GROUND ABOVE TANK 
 
       GEN 1,5,1,191,10,192,10,Farr1 
       GEN 6,5,1,192,10,195,10,Farr1 
       GEN 11,5,1,195,10,196,10,Farr2 
       GEN 16,5,1,196,10,197,10,Farr3 
       GEN 21,5,1,197,10,198,10,Farr4 
       GEN 26,5,1,198,10,199,10,Farr5 
       GEN 31,5,1,199,10,200,10,Farr6 
   
C      RADIAL CONDUCTANCE IN TANK 
 
       GEN 36,10,1,11,10,12,10,Ftrc 
       GEN 46,10,1,12,10,13,10,Ftmw 
       GEN 56,10,1,13,10,14,10,Ftmw  
       GEN 66,10,1,14,10,15,10,Ftr1 
       GEN 76,10,1,15,10,16,10,Ftr2 
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       GEN 86,10,1,16,10,17,10,Ftr3 
       GEN 96,10,1,17,10,18,10,Ftr4 
       GEN 106,10,1,18,10,19,10,Ftr5 
       GEN 116,10,1,19,10,20,10,Ftr6 
 
C      BELOW TANK 
 
       GEN 126,5,1,111,10,112,10,Ftrc 
       GEN 131,5,1,112,10,125,10,Fbr1 
       GEN 136,5,1,125,10,126,10,Fbr2 
       GEN 141,5,1,126,10,127,10,Fbr3 
       GEN 146,5,1,127,10,128,10,Fbr4 
       GEN 151,5,1,128,10,129,10,Fbr5 
       GEN 156,5,1,129,10,120,10,Fbr6 
 
C      VERTICAL CONNECTION IN GROUND ABOVE TANK 
 
       161,181,191,Fav 
       GEN 162,4,1,191,10,201,10,Fav*2.0 
       166,231,1,Fav 
       167,185,195,Fav1 
       168,186,196,Fav2 
       169,187,197,Fav3 
       170,188,198,Fav4 
       171,189,199,Fav5 
       GEN 172,4,1,195,10,205,10,Fav1*2.0 
       GEN 176,4,1,196,10,206,10,Fav2*2.0 
       GEN 180,4,1,197,10,207,10,Fav3*2.0 
       GEN 184,4,1,198,10,208,10,Fav4*2.0 
       GEN 188,4,1,199,10,209,10,Fav5*2.0 
       192,231,1,Fav 
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       193,235,5,Fav1 
       194,236,6,Fav2 
       195,237,7,Fav3 
       196,238,8,Fav4 
       197,239,9,Fav5 
 
C      VERTICAL CONECTIONS IN TANK AND SURROUNDING GROUND 
 
       198, 1,2,Ftmb/2.0 
       199, 2,3,Ftmb/2.0 
       200, 3,11,Ftv  
 
       GEN 201,4,1,11,10,21,10,Ftv*2.0 
       206,51,301,Ftv 
       207,301,302,Ftmb/2.0 
       208,302,303,Ftmb/2.0 
       209,303,61,Ftv 
       GEN,210,4,1,61,10,71,10,Ftv*2.0 
       214,101,401,Ftv 
       215,401,402,Ftmb/2.0 
       216,402,403,Ftmb/2.0 
 
C      GROUND BELOW TANK 
 
       217,403,111,Fbv 
       GEN 218,4,1,111,10,121,10,Fbv*2.0 
       222,151,161,Fbv 
 
C      VERTICAL CONNECTION IN TANK WALL 
 
       GEN 223,9,1,13,10,23,10,Ftmw 
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       232,5,15,Ftv1 
       233,6,16,Ftv2 
       234,7,17,Ftv3 
       235,8,18,Ftv4 
       236,9,19,Ftv5 
       GEN 237,9,1,15,10,25,10,Ftv1*2.0 
       GEN 246,9,1,16,10,26,10,Ftv2*2.0 
       GEN 255,9,1,17,10,27,10,Ftv3*2.0 
       GEN 264,9,1,18,10,28,10,Ftv4*2.0 
       GEN 273,9,1,19,10,29,10,Ftv5*2.0 
 
       282,105,115,Ftv1 
       283,106,116,Ftv2 
       284,107,117,Ftv3 
       285,108,118,Ftv4 
       286,109,119,Ftv5 
 
C      GROUND BELOW TANK 
 
       287,115,125,Fav1 
       288,116,126,Fav2 
       289,117,127,Fav3 
       290,118,128,Fav4 
       291,119,129,Fav5 
 
       GEN 316,4,1,125,10,135,10,Fav1*2 
       GEN 320,4,1,126,10,136,10,Fav2*2 
       GEN 324,4,1,127,10,137,10,Fav3*2 
       GEN 328,4,1,128,10,138,10,Fav4*2 
       GEN 332,4,1,129,10,139,10,Fav5*2 
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       336,165,175,Fav1 
       337,166,176,Fav2 
       338,167,177,Fav3 
       339,168,178,Fav4 
       340,169,179,Fav5 
 
C      TANK TUBE CONNECTIONS  
 
      350,300,101,G350    $ LOWER TANK CONNECTIONS 
      351,61,600,G351     $ LOWER TANK CONNECTIONS 
      352,300,51,G352     $ UPPER TANK CONNECTIONS 
      353,11,600,G353     $ UPPER TANK CONNECTIONS 
HEADER CONTROL DATA, GLOBAL 
       TIMEND = 40.0 
       OUTPUT = 1.0 
       DTIMEH = 0.1 
HEADER VARIABLES1,SUB1 
M      IF(TIMEN.LE.TSW) GO TO 1000 
M      IF(TIMEN.GT.TSW.AND.TIMEN.LE.2.0*TSW) GO TO 2000 
M      IF(TIMEN.GT.2.0*TSW.AND.TIMEN.LE.3.0*TSW) GO TO 1000 
M      IF(TIMEN.GT.3.0*TSW.AND.TIMEN.LE.4.0*TSW) GO TO 2000 
 1000  CONTINUE 
M      G210 = FCOntk            $ LOWER TANK ACTIVATED CONNECTIONS         
M      G211 = FCOntk 
M      G212 = FCOntk 
M      G213 = FCOntk 
M      G41  = Ftcon 
M      G42  = Ftcon 
M      G43  = Ftcon 
M      G44  = Ftcon 
M      G45  = Ftcon 
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M      G350 = FCOntk 
M      G351 = FCOntk 
C                              $ UPPER TANK DE-ACTIVATE CONNECTIONS 
M      G201 = FTV*2.0 
M      G202 = FTV*2.0 
M      G203 = FTV*2.0 
M      G204 = FTV*2.0 
M      G36  = Ftrc 
M      G37  = Ftrc 
M      G38  = Ftrc 
M      G39  = Ftrc 
M      G40  = Ftrc 
M      G352 = 0.0 
M      G353 = 0.0 
 
M      GO TO 1001 
C 
 2000  CONTINUE   
 
M      G201 = FCOntk          $ UPPER TANK  ACTIVATED CONNECTIONS   
M      G202 = FCOntk 
M      G203 = FCOntk 
M      G204 = FCOntk 
M      G36  = Ftcon 
M      G37  = Ftcon 
M      G38  = Ftcon 
M      G39  = Ftcon 
M      G40  = Ftcon            
M      G352 = FCOntk 
M      G353 = FCOntk 
C                             $ LOWER TANK DE-ACTIVATED CONNECTIONS 
67 
M      G210 = FTV*2.0 
M      G211 = FTV*2.0 
M      G212 = FTV*2.0 
M      G213 = FTV*2.0 
M      G41  = Ftrc             
M      G42  = Ftrc 
M      G43  = Ftrc 
M      G44  = Ftrc 
M      G45  = Ftrc 
M      G350 = 0.0 
M      G351 = 0.0 
 1001  CONTINUE 
HEADER OPERATION DATA 
BUILD GTANK2,SUB1 
       CALL TRANSIENT 
HEADER OUTPUT CALLS,SUB1 
        P11=T300 
        P12=T600 
        P13 = FCONtK*(T600-T300)*60.0 
        P14= GLFR  
        P15=TIMEN 
        WRITE(6,15) P11,P12,P13,P14,P15 
  15    FORMAT(1X,'Tin=',1F10.3,1X,'To=',1F10.3,1X,'Qo=',1F15.3,1X,'gpm=',1F10.3,'TM='1F10.1) 
        CALL TPRINT ('SUB1') 
C       CALL QPRINT ('SUB1') 
END OF DATA
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APPENDIX B: LAMSON VYLON PIPE CATALOG 
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APPENDIX C: SINDA/FLUINT THERMAL ANALYZER FOREWARD 
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